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Productive leadership is the ability to lead through disruption.

Building skills that prepare you for change, and the ability to meet challenges head on, is an
essential ingredient in the make-up of leadership. The Unstoppable Leadership Conference
will not only help you find new meaning and focus on a personal level, but it will also show
you how to share the insight with your team.

Successful leaders of the future, will respond quickly and creatively to any situation.

The 2022 Unstoppable Leadership Conference will create an experience for attendees
to:

We have all experienced burnout,
stress, disruption, and change in the
recent past. The global pandemic,
economic uncertainty, changes to
technology and workplace profiles as
well as globalisation have all added to a
new level of anxiety. 

The more that leaders are able to
cultivate a mindset for change, and
influence human behaviours, the
greater their ability to inspire action,
and empower others.  

The dynamic 2022 Unstoppable
Leadership Conference has been
designed specifically to cultivate a
mindset of endurance and courage
enabling you to not only survive, but to
thrive as an effective leader.

The carefully selected keynote
speakers will share their insights  and
expertise, guaranteeing that your
leadership energy moves into full gear.
Fully engage with experts, ask
questions and immerse yourself in the
experience. 

About the conference 

Why this event?

2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

Learn how to be agile
 in a changing world 

Embrace the future
 of leadership

Develop the strategies needed
to be more resilient

About the program



2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

CONFERENCE DATE TIME 

VENUE

PARKING

CATERING 

LOGISTICS 

Great leadership won't
come from skills or
knowledge alone

Friday, 26 August 2022 8.00 am to 5.00 pm 

Morning Tea
Lunch

Afternoon Tea

Hyatt Hotel

120 Commonwealth Ave,
Canberra ACT 2600

Paid Parking onsite
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MEET OUR SPEAKERS

 
Psychologist, elite athlete, resilience-professional and engaging
interactive presenter

Sue is a registered psychologist, and Founder and Director of Life Unlimited
Psychology. A former elite athlete, Sue has competed nationally and
internationally. As a member of the Australian National Women’s soccer team –
the Matildas – Sue played as a Goal Keeper.

Sue is currently working with the Canberra Capitals national basketball team and
is also called upon regularly to prepare military personnel for deployment and/or
trauma recovery. 

Former homicide Detective, Keynote Speaker & Author

Legendary homicide detective Gary Jubelin has been credited with solving some
of the nation’s most horrific crimes. Gary has a wealth of knowledge and is an
informative communicator, with more than three decades of experience fighting
crime. His never give up attitude, resilience, agility and tenacity, supports The
Unstoppable Leader context.

From Australia’s most celebrated homicide detective to popular podcaster and
sought-after speaker, Gary covers mental toughness, self-belief, resilience,
tenacity and the importance of never giving up.

Former Professional Rugby League Footballer,  Founder of the Terry
Campese Foundation, Community Leader and Youth Mentor 

A former professional rugby League footballer, Terry represented Australia and
Italy on the world arena. He played for, and was Captain of, The Canberra Raiders
and, also captained Hull Kingston Rovers in the UK Super League. 

Terry has spent the last 10 years establishing and growing the Terry Campese
Foundation, supporting disadvantaged youth or, in his own words, “making
young people smile”. 

Terry is an impressive individual and derives immense pleasure from helping and
mentoring  others to be more successful.  

Sue Read

Gary Jubelin

Terry Campese
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MEET OUR SPEAKERS

 
Associate Professor of Leadership, Swinburne Business School

Sam is a social psychologist whose research focuses on leadership for the
common good, the social psychology of creativity and innovation, and public
interest technology. 

He is co-founder of the Australian Leadership Index, co-lead of the Public Interest
Technology research program of the Swinburne’s Social Innovation Research
Institute, and co-convenor of the Technology x Society Forum, a joint initiative of
Swinburne and La Trobe University.

Imagineer — Growth and Leadership Influencer

Having walked in the shoes of many ‘big picture’ dreamers, Liz Nair has the
ability to turn creative ideas into reality. 

Founder and Director of Attivo Consulting, Liz is an instinctively high achiever
with an entrepreneurial mindset. Having spent 20+ years in corporate
environments she has successfully worked with business to commercialise
opportunities, and build leadership teams, from the inside out.

Complementing her management degree, Liz is also a practitioner for the
following disciplines; Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), Adesso Wellbeing
Profiling and Emotional Intelligence, and Whole Brain Thinking.

Sam Wilson

Liz Nair

Australian musician, actress, radio presenter and business entrepreneur

Clare Bowditch is an Australian musician, actress, radio presenter and business
entrepreneur. Clare was also nominated for a Logie Award for her work on the TV
series Offspring. And if that’s not enough, she’s also an acclaimed entrepreneur
having founded the creative social enterprise, Big Hearted Business (BHB) which
exists to teach creative people about business, and businesspeople about
creativity, in ways that make sense.

As a Speaker, Clare’s job is to bring new hope, new perspectives, and new skills
through story, high-energy, interactive-learning-modules (and sometimes, song). 

Clare Bowditch



WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM
THIS EXPERIENCE?

 
Accelerated leadership tools to apply in

the workplace

Your passport to personal growth and
well being

Strategies to more resilient 

 Recognise the benefits of agilityA vision for the future of leadership   

Understand how strong leadership 
starts from the inside, out

Aspiring leaders

Leaders facing challenges big and small

Ordinary people who wish to achieve

extraordinary things

Business decision makers

People who wish to develop in their own

growth

OUTCOMES OF THE 
2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

YOU WILL BENEFIT



CONFERENCE AGENDA
2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

Friday, 26th of August 2022

08:15 Registrations Open - Tea and Coffee Available

08:45 Welcome and Opening Address, Liz Nair: Director Attivo Consulting   

09:15  Keynote - Sue Read   

THE MIND THE BODY THE DREAM

Sue truly understands what it takes to be physically and mentally tough — she lives it and shares
her knowledge and skills with the corporate world, as well as athletes and military personnel
under pressure.

Sue's interactive session will leave attendees energised and ready to take action. Her practical
strategies can be implemented immediately, to better manage stress and to be more resilient. 

 

10:15 Speaker - Sam Wilson    

Psychologist, elite athlete, resilience-professional and engaging interactive presenter

LEADERSHIP FOR THE COMMON GOOD

Associate Professor of Leadership, Swinburne Business School

Against a backdrop of irresponsible leadership and distrust of institutions, there is a pervasive
sense among the public that they are not well served by authorities and the institutions they
lead. As chronicled by the Australian Leadership Index since 2018, most Australians believe that
authorities and institutions serve self-interest ahead of the public interest.

In this session, Sam will share a raft of insights about the nature of leadership for the good,
including what it looks like from the public point of view, the key drivers of leadership for the
good, and the types of leadership mindsets and practices required to recognise and navigate the
paradoxes of the common good.

11:00 Morning Tea, Networking 



12:30 Networking Lunch 

13:15 Speaker - Liz Nair 

THINK LIKE A LEADER IN A WHOLE BRAIN WAY

Transformational leadership action starts with applied Neuroscience. 
 
As an educational practitioner and influencer of people, Liz will share her research and experience
of how neuroscience is shaping leadership. Be inspired as you learn how the brain works and how
the impacts from today's unfamiliar operating environment has forced people to think differently.

Thinking like a leader using neuroscience principles will help attendees adapt their minds to the
latest challenges and build better resilience for themselves and for their organisations. 

At the end of this session, attendees will have the tools to enable them to translate applied
neuroscience and transform leadership and organisational styles.

Imagineer — Growth and Leadership Influencer

11:15 Keynote Speaker - Gary Jubelin 

NO GUTS. NO GLORY

Leadership and Agility in a changing world.

Gary is a problem solver of the highest order. With a wealth of leadership knowledge and
experience gained over more than three decades of experience fighting crime, Gary knows
without question, that the ability to think clearly, and to respond quickly and rationally is critical in
leadership. 

Gary will share his insights on mental toughness, and how self-belief and resilience are the
cornerstone to never giving up. 

This session will leave attendees with tools to manage agility in a changing world.

12:00 Interactive Audience Q&A's with Gary Jubelin 

Former homicide Detective, Keynote Speaker & Author

2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 



14:45 Quick coffee break

15:00 Keynote Speaker - Clare Bowditch

TAME YOUR INNER CRITIC 

How to turn self-doubt into self-leadership.

As children, we dreamt of the wonderful things we were going to do when we were grown-ups.
Now that we’re grown-ups, why aren’t we out there, living the lives of our dreams?

This fun and original session will teach you how to bypass your self-doubt and take ACTION.

Clare will provide practical steps, trademark humour and an intimate storytelling style to facilitate
this session. Tame Your Inner Critic will teach you the skills to retrain your brain and achieve your
big, fat dreams.

16:00 Interactive Panel Discussion – Resilience. Agility. The Future of Leadership

SUE READ, TERRY CAMPESE AND CLARE BOWDITCH

16:45 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE CLOSING REMARKS 

Immerse yourself in an interactive panel discussion with our keynote speakers. Audience
participation in this session is a must. Ask your burning questions to the panel during this 45-
minute panel discussion with the experts. 

Australian musician, actress, radio presenter and business entrepreneur

THE INSIDE STORY

From humble beginnings, Terry (Campo) Campese knows firsthand, that self-belief is the most
important ingredient for success. By believing that success comes from within, and that anything
is possible, Campo has become an accidental, yet incredibly ‘influential mentor and leader’ — and
he thought he was just having a chat! 

In this session, Terry will share some of the pivotal moments of his life and career so far – and 
 explain how mentoring has become instrumental to his success in leadership roles as well as
being a key driver in his personal life.

Former Elite Athlete, Community Leader and Youth Mentor

14:00 Keynote Speaker - Terry Campese

2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 



 
Early Bird Tickets

Purchase tickets before
31 May 2022

Standard Tickets
Purchase tickets from

1 June 2022

2022 Unstoppable
Leadership Conference

$595.00 $695.00

Group Discount
Receive a 10% discount with

the purchase of 10 tickets
(one table)

$5,355.00 per table $6,255.00 per table

PRICE LIST
2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 

NOTE: ALL PRICES ARE GST EXCLUSIVE

Opportunity to meet new
people, and develop
professional networks for
your future 



WE RECOGNISE THE SUPPORT AND 
THANK THE FOLLOWING PARTNERS

2022 UNSTOPPABLE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A tremendous amount of effort is spent to ensure all of Attivo Consulting events proceed as originally
marketed. Regretfully circumstances beyond Attivo Consulting control can prevent this from
happening. As such, Attivo Consulting reserves the right to change the speakers and/or agenda
details at any time throughout the marketing lifecycle of an event. Attivo Consulting will diligently
minimise the risks of changes and will always ensure events deliver the content that is advertised.
Attivo Consulting will notify all participants of any changes in a timely manner leading up to an event.

Cancellation Policy
If you are unable to attend an event, Attivo Consulting accepts substituted attendees in your place at
no additional cost. Please advise us of any substitutions as soon as possible. Alternatively, you may
transfer your registration to another event or training program run by Attivo Consulting.

Cancelled registrations must be emailed to attivoconsulting@outlook.com as soon as possible. A
credit note will be issued valid for use towards any future event within the following 12 months of the
date of issue. Cancellation notifications received less than 14 days from the event running will receive
a credit note to the value of the registration fee less a service fee of $300.

Attivo Consulting does not provide refunds for cancellation.
If an event is cancelled or rescheduled, Attivo Consulting will ensure all stakeholders are contacted. If
an event is cancelled or you are unable to attend the rescheduled event, you will be issued with a
credit note valid for use towards any future Attivo Consulting event held in the twelve months
following date of issue.

Credit Notes
In the event of issuance of credit notes, holders are entitled to use this credit towards ANY Attivo
Consulting event which can accommodate additional delegates. Credit notes must be used within 12
months from the date of issue to avoid expiry.

Customer Privacy
Attivo Consulting takes diligent action to ensure all client details are protected. Furthermore, we
respect our customer’s right to ‘opt out’ of our various promotional activities for relevant, upcoming
events. If you do not want to receive further information about our upcoming conferences, training
courses and learning experiences, please email us at attivoconsulting@outlook.com. 

Once You Are Registered, What Is The Next Step?
Once registered for the event, and that registration has been received by Attivo Consulting, you will
be sent a confirmation email.

This will include your invoice and any relevant information regarding the event you are registered for.
Attivo Consulting will regularly keep you updated regarding the events for which you have
registered. 
If you require any further information visit our website at:
www.attivoconsulting.com.au/conference or email: attivoconsulting@outlook.com 

Acknowledgement to Country 
Attivo Consulting wish to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the ACT, the Ngunnawal People.
We wish to acknowledge and respect their continuing culture and the contribution they make to the
life of this city and this region. 


